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Chapter 17

SCENE ASSEMBLY

In the ideal 3D world, you could build all your scenes without regard to file size,
available RAM, CPU speed, rendering times, or any number of things that complicate
the design process. However, since most of us have to be aware of our computers’
limitations, we have to manage the way we build objects and assemble our scenes.
I’ve already discussed how creating objects with unnecessary detail results in longer
rendering times and refresh rates. Likewise, assembling a scene improperly can result
in unnecessarily long moments of waiting on your computer to update. 

Creating a 3D scene is usually a long process—one that can take up to several
months. Anything you can do to streamline your work should be considered. One
practice that can save countless hours is building the major components of your
scenes separately from each other. Your ability to work efficiently in 3ds Max can
become significantly hindered when you allow too many highly detailed objects to
reside unnecessarily in the background of your scene. Although it is usually necessary
to have other objects visible in your scene as a reference, you should make an effort
to prevent your scenes from becoming too large in file size or in polygon count.

This chapter covers the tools that allow you to assemble a scene from multiple files
and work efficiently once the assembly process is complete. In addition, you will
learn work practices that will reduce the time you wait on your computer to catch up
with your commands. Knowing how to create the individual elements of a 3D scene
is obviously important, but equally important is knowing how to assemble those
elements without wasting countless hours waiting on your computer. 
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Computer power vs. scene complexity
Whether your project calls for a large golf course community with hundreds of homes or an individ-
ual single-family residence, great care should be taken in the methods you use to build and assemble
your scenes. Whether your project requires the collective effort of dozens of individuals or you
alone, your production process should be based on speed and efficiency. Someday, when computers
are powerful enough, you may never have to worry about how complex your scenes become. But for
the foreseeable future, you should employ practices and procedures that keep your wait time to a
minimum. Before I cover some of the critical tools that allow you to assemble a scene from numerous
individual elements, let’s cover some of the realities of working in a 3D world.

There are several different situations in which the 3ds Max user is forced to wait on the computer.
Three of these, in particular, are situations in which good procedures and practices can spare you from
long and unnecessary waiting:

Transferring files

Refreshing viewports

Rendering

Most other times, 3ds Max is waiting on the user for input, but for each of these you are forced to
spend at least some time waiting on 3ds Max and your computer, depending largely on how you man-
age your scenes. So what are the attributes of a scene that affect each of these three situations, and
what can you do to minimize your wait during each of these processes? In each case, I’ll discuss how
scene complexity affects the way 3ds Max transfers file data, and then I’ll explain how it affects the
time needed to refresh and render a viewport.

Transferring files
It goes without saying that larger files take more time to open, save, or merge. But what makes a file
large, and what other characteristics of a scene cause the file commands to need more time to exe-
cute? If you were to open 3ds Max and save a file without having created any objects, you would
notice that the file size is approximately 140K. As with any program, .max files saved with no user
input still contain a certain amount of default data. 

Except for the smallest scenes with virtually no objects, the vast majority of a scene’s file size is
dependent on the number of faces it has to keep track of. While most faces require a certain amount
of data to be stored in order to define the normal and three vertices that make up a face, not all faces
must be tracked. Parametric, instanced, and referenced objects are all examples of object types that
contain faces whose data is not stored individually, but rather with the parent object. Let’s look at a
few examples of how all of this affects a scene’s file size. 

Figure 17-1 shows a single teapot with 25 segments and 40,000 faces. The file size for a scene that con-
tains this object alone is 143K, only 3K more than a scene with no objects. Why is this? Because
3ds Max doesn’t need to store the same amount of data for every face as it would if the scene were
made up of 40,000 independent faces. The key information 3ds Max needs to store about this scene is
that there is a single teapot with a particular radius value located at x, y, z, oriented x, y, z degrees,
scaled a certain % along x, y, z, etc. There are, of course, numerous parameters and settings that go
into defining the exact appearance and characteristics of this teapot, but this information only needs
to be defined for the teapot, not all the individual faces that make it up. 
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Figure 17-1. The 40,000 faces of a teapot

Now let’s see what happens if you collapse this teapot into an editable mesh or poly. This same scene
with the teapot collapsed to an editable mesh results in a file size of 1.85MB; when collapsed to an
editable poly the resulting file size is 2.23MB. Both of these files are significantly larger, and when this
result is compounded with hundreds of objects, the result can be a file size that is simply too large to
open or save with today’s computers.

Being able to minimize file size by keeping objects in their original parametric form is ideal; however, it’s
usually not practical for most scene elements. But there are equally effective ways of keeping file sizes
under control with object types that typically make up a scene. Continuing on with the teapot example,
let’s use the Clone feature to create a scene with 25 of these teapots as collapsed editable meshes. 

Figure 17-2 shows a scene with 25 meshes collapsed from the original teapot. If you create these meshes
using the Copy command, each object becomes independent of the others, and 3ds Max has to track
each and every face on each mesh. The result is a file size of 61.8MB and a scene that takes approxi-
mately 10 seconds to open and save. This same arrangement of meshes created with the Instance com-
mand, however, results in a file size of only 1.89MB and a scene that takes a fraction of a second to open
or save. Clearly, whenever you need to duplicate highly detailed objects, it’s better to use the Instance
command than the Copy command. The trick is determining the point at which it becomes necessary to
use the Instance command. After using the Copy command, you can attach all the copies to each other
to make a single individual mesh. Instanced objects cannot be collapsed or attached without losing the
quality that makes them instanced objects. There are some advantages to having few objects in your
scene, even if it means slightly larger file sizes. Fewer objects result in easier object management for both
you and 3ds Max. With fewer objects, the “Preparing Objects” step of rendering can be greatly reduced
because 3ds Max doesn’t have to run through the same process for as many objects.

Figure 17-2. 25 objects and 1 million faces
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Instance vs. copy
So when is it better to instance objects rather than copy and collapse them? Let’s look at the example
in Figure 17-3. This is a rendering of a medical office building that contains approximately 1 million
faces. The blown-up image to the right of the rendering shows an area where the face count is sub-
stantially higher than other areas because of the curves needed to make the detailed balustrade. This
is also an area that may be used for close-up shots, so the need for detail is even greater here. There
are 20 small balusters and 2 large decorative column caps. To achieve the necessary level of detail,
each baluster needed to contain approximately 10,000 faces and each column cap needed to contain
approximately 20,000. These are both examples of objects that are suitable candidates for instancing.
By creating instances of these objects, not only can you quickly change one and have the others
update automatically, but 3ds Max only needs to store the face data for one object, thereby saving
you from a much larger file size. 

Figure 17-3. Using the Instance command to reduce file size

Once you instance objects like this, I highly recommend grouping them together to avoid seeing each
individual instance displayed in the Select Objects dialog box, and so that you can quickly and easily
change their display characteristics. Since objects like these increase your display refresh rates, it is
often helpful to hide the objects or change their display to a box. 

Let’s look at one more example before moving on. Figure 17-4 shows a large condominium develop-
ment with eight residential buildings and a clubhouse. In this development, there are six identical
large residential buildings containing approximately 500,000 faces each, and two identical smaller
buildings containing about 300,000 each. This is an example of when instancing objects would clearly
be better than copying objects. The file size for a scene with just the larger building by itself is approx-
imately 10MB, and a scene with the smaller building by itself is 8MB. If these buildings were copied
rather than instanced, the file size for a scene with just the eight buildings alone would be almost
80MB. 
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Figure 17-4. A scene with instanced buildings to reduce file size

This exercise demonstrates the differences between the Copy and Instance commands when used to
populate a scene with multiple clones of a high face count.

1. Reset 3ds Max.

2. In the Perspective viewport, create a sphere of any radius, with 200 segments.

3. Save the file anywhere on your computer.

4. Using Windows Explorer, determine the size of the file you just saved. It should be approxi-
mately 180K. (Your file size may vary slightly from this value.)

5. Collapse the sphere to an editable mesh.

6. Resave the file and check the file size again. It should now be approximately 1.82MB, ten times
the size of the previous save.

7. Hold down Shift and click the sphere. The Clone Options dialog box appears. 

8. Select the Copy option and make 25 clones of the sphere.

9. Save the file and check the file size. It should be approximately 44MB.

10. Undo the Clone command.

11. Clone the sphere again using the Instance option and make 25 clones.

12. Save and check the file. It should now only be approximately 1.85MB (roughly 25 times smaller
than the previously saved version). To summarize, instances reduce files size and use less RAM.
Copies should be used when the individual objects need to retain unique appearances that
aren’t tied to the appearance of other objects.

Using the Copy and Instance commands
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Refreshing and rendering viewports
Everyone knows that the more faces that are displayed in a viewport, the longer it will take for the
viewport to refresh. But what can be done to maximize the number of faces in your scene and mini-
mize the amount of time it takes to refresh the viewports? Chapter 1 covered some of the great
features that allow you to work in large, complex scenes without having to endure excessive refresh
times. These included Disable View, Rendering Levels, and Fast View. Chapter 2 discussed the Hide
feature, the Display as Box option, and the use of layers. All these features are critical to efficient
work in 3ds Max. Now, let’s cover some of the techniques of building and assembling scenes to mini-
mize the time needed to refresh viewports. 

Let’s go back to the condominium example I just talked about. This project involved several sequences
that went into the creation of a 4-minute animation. Numerous camera paths were set up throughout
the site and not much was left out of the final animation. A scene with the entire project loaded con-
tained approximately 1,000 objects and 4 million faces. Rendering a scene of 1,000 objects and 4 mil-
lion faces can easily take 1 hour per frame, even without adding advanced lighting, rendering effects,
or numerous other features that make an average rendering look photorealistic. If the final product
were just a few individual images, the methods used to assemble the scenes would not be critical.
However, since the animation needed to be 4 minutes long, or 7,200 frames, spending over an hour
per frame was not an option. Even with a 10-computer render farm, the final animation could take
over 720 hours of straight rendering time. These 7,200 frames don’t even account for the numerous
preview renderings and changes requested by the client. Needless to say, something needed to be
done to make the project more manageable and allow for use of some of the advanced lighting and
effects features.

The only solution was to break the project up into individual scenes of smaller size. On the set of a
movie or TV show, scenes are created for filming from very specific camera angles so that the viewer
doesn’t see that just outside of the camera’s view is the filming crew, the audience, and the studio
walls. Just like the set of a movie, I assembled my scenes so that only those objects that would be seen
by the camera were present. After developing a script, I created camera paths; and with the camera
paths created, I knew exactly what I could leave out of each scene.

The sequence of images in Figures 17-5 through 17-8 show portions of a 30-second clip (900 frames)
for the condominium project. In this particular scene, the camera moves around a virtual conference
room and zooms into a set of architectural drawings resting on a table. As the camera moves closer,
the first page is folded back, revealing a photo of the project. The camera continues to move closer,
and the project is seen rising out of the photo. As the camera moves down to a street-level view, the
conference room fades away and the viewer is led through the center of the project. 

Frames 0 through 300 (Figure 17-5) only show the conference room objects, but in Figure 17-6 you
can see the tops of the buildings rising out of the photograph. So for the first 300 frames, I was able
to exclude the condominium objects, and the result was a very small file size of only 495K. Since the
objects in the condominium project were not part of the scene for these first 300 frames, these
frames rendered much faster. This was because the advanced lighting solutions did not have to take
these objects into account; this is also because the RAM on the render farm computers was not com-
pletely expended loading this additional content. When you don’t have enough RAM, your renderings
may slow to a crawl because the processor will have to wait for information to move back and forth
from the hard drive to the RAM before it can complete its work. If your RAM is completely expended
and 3ds Max still wants more, your processor may work at as little as 10% efficiency, thereby increasing
your rendering times as much as tenfold. Additionally, the cars in this project were RPCs. (RPC stands
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for Rich Photorealistic Content, a third-party plug-in from ArchVision—www.archvision.com—that I
often use in my projects.) As the acronym implies, RPCs are a great source of content for architectural
scenes. Available RPCs include vegetation, people, fountains, and in this case, vehicles. Since the cars
were not visible in these frames, 3ds Max did not have to load the supporting plug-in files during the
rendering process, which saved additional time. One final benefit to making the first scene this way
was that these first 300 frames could be sent to Network Render while I continued to work on finaliz-
ing the condominium objects that were about to appear in the next sequence. By the time the second
scene was ready for rendering, the first scene had already finished rendering.

Figure 17-5. Frames 0 through 300

I continued to break up the overall scene file into smaller files to take advantage of reduced file sizes,
more available RAM, advanced lighting, and earlier final renders. In frames 301 through 400
(Figure 17-6), I was still able to exclude most of the site elements, such as streets, grass, and shrubs,
but because the buildings and trees needed to be shown, the file size and face count jumped to over
40MB and 4 million, respectively.

Figure 17-6. Frames 301 through 400

Frames 401 through 600 (Figure 17-7) were the largest and most difficult to render, at over 5 million
faces and 82MB. These frames showed the greatest number of objects and took much longer to
render than any other frames in the clip.

Figure 17-7. Frames 401 through 600
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In frames 601 through 900 (Figure 17-8), I was able to exclude two of the buildings and all their sur-
rounding site elements. In addition, the conference room had faded away by this point, so these
objects could also be excluded. The result was a significant reduction in file size, from 82MB to 58MB. 

Figure 17-8. Frames 601 through 900

Figure 17-9 shows the final breakup of files for Scene 01. The files were named descriptively, with the
scene name at the beginning (Conf.Rm) and the frame numbers at the end (0000-0300) so that I could
easily keep track of them. Notice the varied file sizes involved. Even the largest file, at 82MB, con-
tained only about half the objects used in all the scenes. Hundreds of objects that could not be seen
from this scene’s perspective were excluded from these files, such as the clubhouse pool objects, a
small marina on the water, and much more. Had I not broken up the project into these smaller files, I
would have had to work with a single file that contained all the project objects. This file would have
been close to 200MB and required far more RAM than my computers had available. 

Figure 17-9. Files for Scene 01

Assembly tools
Now that we’ve covered some of the strategies for creating more manageable files, let’s look at some
of the tools in 3ds Max that make it possible to create these files. All the tools mentioned in this sec-
tion are found in the File menu.
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In addition to these tools, I’ll cover some of the features that give you the ability to maintain an accu-
rate picture of how complex your scenes become. These features will show you at any time exactly
how many objects, faces, lights, plug-ins, and other elements your scene contains. They will also allow
you to keep track of a scene’s file size and the amount of RAM being used.

Save Selected
The Save Selected command is an important part of the scene-assembly process. It saves to a separate
file any objects you have selected prior to executing the command. It’s useful in a couple of different
ways. If you open a file with numerous objects and want to save a particular object to a separate file
as part of your library for future projects, select the objects and select the Save Selected command.
This feature also works great when you simply want to break up a large file into smaller files for later
assembly. While working in a scene, you may often find that you’ve just created some objects that
contain a large number of faces, and these objects aren’t needed until rendering time. Keeping these
complex objects in your scene makes working in 3ds Max more difficult and places an unnecessary
burden on your computer. Saving these select objects to a separate file makes it easier to continue
working on the rest of the scene.

Figure 17-10 shows an example of a project in which several objects were saved to separate files
because their face count became an issue. Keeping all these objects in the primary scene file made the
file excessively large and consumed too much RAM. After saving these objects to separate files, they
were later merged during scene assembly just prior to rendering. Notice the files in the Scene 04
folder are organized in a logical and easy-to-understand manner. The primary scene files are labeled
Overhead-frame0000-0400 and Overhead-frame0401-0600, and the files to be assembled later are
labeled with easy-to-recall names and the prefix x- so that Windows lists them together after the
primary files.

Figure 17-10. Using Save Selected to save smaller, high–face count files outside 
main scene file
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Merge
The Merge feature lets you bring objects from another file into the file you are working on. When you
merge objects, there is no link maintained between the two files involved, so changing the objects in
either file has no effect on the other file. To perform a merge, select File ➤ Merge and select a file
from the Merge File dialog box, as shown in Figure 17-11. 

Figure 17-11. Merging files

After selecting the file, the Merge dialog box appears, as shown in Figure 17-12. This dialog box is
nearly identical to the Select Objects dialog box, and works in the same way. Once you select the
object or objects you want to merge, click OK to complete the merge.

Figure 17-12. The Merge dialog box
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This exercise demonstrates how to use the Save Selected command to save select objects to separate
files, and the Merge command to bring them back into the same file.

1. Reset 3ds Max.

2. In the Perspective view, create three spheres, three teapots, and three cylinders of any size.

3. Select the three teapots, and select File ➤ Save Selected. The Save File As dialog appears.

4. Name the file Teapots and save anywhere on your computer.

5. Select the spheres and use the Save Selected command to save them to a file with the name
Spheres.

6. Select the cylinders and use the Save Selected command to save them to a file with the name
Cylinders.

7. Reset 3ds Max.

8. Select File ➤ Merge. The Merge File dialog box appears.

9. Select the file named Teapots, highlight all three teapots, and click OK to complete the merge.

10. Run the Merge command again, select the file named Spheres, highlight any two spheres, and
click OK to complete the merge.

11. Run the Merge command once more, select the file named Cylinders, highlight any one of the
cylinders, and click OK to complete the merge.

Import
The Import command is similar to the Merge command, except that it works with file types other than
the native .max file. Two file types you will become very familiar with in the visualization world are the
.dwg and .3ds file types. The .dwg is the native AutoCAD file type that you will use for importing archi-
tectural drawings. The .3ds file is the old DOS 3D Studio mesh file format, which is still widely used as
an exchange file format between various 3D software packages. Although you may never need it for
exchange purposes, you may find it invaluable in its ability to create certain types of mesh objects,
such as those from the polylines of a 2D CAD program. Figure 17-13 shows the DWG Import and 3DS
Import dialog boxes that appear when the command is executed. In most cases, you will want to click
OK to merge the imported objects, rather than replace the entire scene.

Figure 17-13. The DWG Import and 3DS Import dialog boxes

Using the Save Selected and Merge commands
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Export
The Export feature is used to export all the objects of your current file into another file type. Although
you should rarely need to use this command, the most common file type you will probably need to
export to is the native AutoCAD .dwg file type. One situation I have found this command very useful
for is when I want to create linework in 3ds Max and export that linework into AutoCAD. I do this
when I want to trace the exact position of 3D objects in a 3ds Max scene and use that linework as a
reference to more work in AutoCAD.

Export Selected
The Export Selected feature works similarly to Export, except that it works only with those objects that
are selected prior to executing the command.

XRef Objects
The XRef Objects feature, shown in Figure 17-14, is a great tool that allows you to load objects from
other files and maintain a link to those files. You can maintain smaller working files by using the XRef
command for select objects that contain a large number of faces. If changes are made to an object in
the source file, the object is updated in the file that contains the XRef. These changes include any
applied modifiers and changes to an object’s parameters; however, they do not include transforms.
If you change an object parameter in the source file, the XRef will update to show the change.
However, if you move, rotate, or scale the object in the source file, the XRef will not show these trans-
formations. All other changes to the source object will cause the XRef to update accordingly.

The XRef Objects feature is an alternative to the Merge feature. Which method you use is simply a
matter of preference; however, breaking up large files into smaller, more manageable files is always
a good choice. 

To use the XRef Objects feature, select File ➤ XRef Objects. Click the Create XRef Record from File
icon, locate the file you want to XRef into your scene, and click the Open button. Once you open the
file, all the scene objects and materials will be displayed in the bottom half of the XRef Objects dialog
box, and the new objects will appear in your scene. The objects are selected and can be transformed,
but the parameters and modifiers that are available in the source file will not be available in your cur-
rent file.

Within this dialog box are handy options that allow you to disable the XRef, merge the objects, and
remove them from the XRef link. Within the Modify panel for any selected object, you can use a proxy
object in place of the real object to reduce the number of visible faces.
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Figure 17-14. The XRef Objects dialog box

This exercise demonstrates how to use the XRef Objects command to bring externally referenced
objects into the current file, and how changing the objects in the source file causes the XRef to update
automatically.

1. Reset 3ds Max.

2. In the Perspective view, create a teapot of any size.

3. Name the file teapot, and save anywhere on your computer.

4. Reset 3ds Max.

5. Select File ➤ XRef Objects.

6. Click the Create XRef Record from File icon and select the file you just saved.

7. Click the Open button to finish the command.

Using the XRef Objects command
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8. Save the file with the name teapot XRef.

9. Open the first file you created (teapot).

10. Increase the radius of the teapot twofold.

11. Save the file.

12. Open the second file you created (teapot XRef). The teapot in this file should now look twice
the size it did before, as it does in the source file. 

XRef Scenes
The XRef Scenes feature works the same as the XRef Objects feature, with two main exceptions. First,
the XRef Scenes feature performs the XRef on all objects in the source file, rather than just the
selected objects. Second, once the scene is XRef’d into the new file, the objects are not selectable or
transformable. 

File Link Manager
The File Link Manager creates XRef-like links to AutoCAD drawing files. Whenever I need to bring in
linework from AutoCAD, however, I always use the Import feature rather than the File Link Manager. I
do this because I prefer to import small, more manageable amounts of linework at a time, and then
work on that imported linework immediately. In 3ds Max, when I finish modeling the objects I use the
AutoCAD linework for, I delete the imported linework and start the process over again with a new area
of the scene (and new linework). Because of this, I do not need linework to be continuously updated
and reloaded. This method of work is a matter of preference, and like most areas of 3ds Max, there
are numerous ways to accomplish the same thing. In this case, I prefer to import.

An additional problem you might encounter with the File Link Manager is that if you file link a scene
and assign materials, and then make changes to the .dwg file, all the material assignments are lost.

File Properties
This feature gives you a great snapshot of some of the important characteristics of your scene, such as the
total number of faces, objects, lights, and cameras. This particular information is found on the Contents
tab of the File Properties dialog box, and is only updated when you resave the file. Figure 17-15 shows the
contents of the scene with the 25 teapots and 1 million faces (discussed earlier).
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Figure 17-15. The File Properties dialog box

Summary Info
The Summary Info feature, shown in Figure 17-16, provides a more detailed view of the makeup of
your scene than the File Properties feature. In addition to showing some of the information provided
in the File Properties dialog box, the Summary Info feature also shows you important information
such as how much RAM is being used. This information is updated as changes in the file occur, rather
than only after the file is resaved.

In the Summary Info window (located at the lower half of the Summary Info dialog box) is detailed
information that is shown only for the current frame that the Time slider is on. For example, if the
number of faces in a teapot is changed from one frame to another, then the Summary Info dialog box
will display the number of faces the teapot contains at the frame that the Time slider is on.
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Figure 17-16. The Summary Info dialog box

Archive and Resource Collector
Although not completely related to scene assembly or other features covered in this chapter, the
Archive feature and the Resource Collector are two additional features found within the File menu
that are worth mentioning. 

These tools are very handy in two particular situations. First, if you want to take a .max file and work
with it on a different computer—maybe a laptop that you’re taking on the road—the Archive and
Resource Collector features are exactly what you need. Second, if you need to send your scene to
someone else so that they can work on it, these features are invaluable. 

The Archive feature creates a .zip file of every file 3ds Max needs to create your scene, including all
image files used in materials and any plug-in resource files. To use the Archive feature, select File ➤
Archive, give the .zip file a name, and click Save to complete the command. You can only perform this
command while in the 3ds Max file that you want to archive.

The Resource Collector feature does almost the same thing as the Archive feature; however, it does
not automatically create a .zip file when it saves the files. To use the Resource Collector feature, go to
the Utilities panel, open the Utilities rollout, and select More ➤ Resource Collector. The Command
panel displays a Parameters rollout, as shown in Figure 17-17. Click the Browse button and select a
location in which to save all the support files. Enable the Include MAX File option if you want a copy
of the .max file to be saved along with the rest of the files. 
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Summary
This chapter has shown why it’s so important to know how to build and assemble a scene without
excessive file sizes or face counts. Someday, we may no longer have to be concerned with such issues,
but for the foreseeable future we should always try to use the tools available to allow for efficient
work and prevent wasted time. I suspect that no matter how fast computers become, software devel-
opers will always fill your plates with more and more processor-hungry and memory-consuming pro-
grams and resources. If this is true, then the topics covered in this chapter will always apply. 

At this point, there’s not much left to cover at the foundation level. The next chapter will cover the
last major area of 3ds Max I have yet to discuss—effects. After this chapter, you’ll have looked at all
the major areas in 3ds Max that apply to users in the visualization industry. 

Figure 17-17. The Resource Collector
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